Hand washing is a critical activity in preventing the spread of infection in healthcare environments and contamination in food processing industries. The World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines recommend a hand washing protocol consisting of different hand washing poses to ensure that all parts of the hands are thoroughly cleaned. The assessment and training of workers in proper hand hygiene technique is performed by human trainers and can be very tedious and time consuming. In this paper we present an automated computer vision system which measures the user's hand washing technique to ensure that the WHO guidelines are correctly followed. The main contribution of this work is a system which performs robust hand segmentation and hand washing pose classification. The performance of the system is analysed based on data collected in a clinical trial performed in a hospital ward. The performance of the system was compared with that of human auditors. The agreement between two human auditors and between the system and the human auditors were found to be of the same order, which emphasizes the accuracy and validity of the proposed automated system.
Introduction
It is generally recognized that in hospitals and clinics hands should be washed adequately before direct contact with patients or their surroundings and after any activity or contact that contaminates the hands [1] . Consequently proper washing of hands is a crucial activity in preventing the spread of infection in hospitals and contamination in food preparation industries. According to the World Health Organization Guidelines on Hand Hygiene and Health Care [2] a correct hand washing procedure should contain six different poses as depicted in Figure 1 . Education and audits with feedback are the commonly used strategies to improve hand hygiene compliance. Furthermore the audit of hand hygiene practice is mainly related to frequency and the appropriateness with much less emphasis on the quality and technique. Often nursing staff perform these audits but studies such as [3] and [4] report that nursing staff often overestimate their knowledge about, competence in and compliance with, hand hygiene protocols. Creamer et al. [5] has reported that 3-6% of the hands of healthcare workers were contaminated by Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus Aureus, commonly known as MRSA, after performing hand hygiene. Gould et al. [6] assert that very few studies have assessed the long term efficacy of hand hygiene interventions. Furthermore, there are 100000 mortalities per year in the United States from diseases originating from hand contamination [7] . The hand contamination related health complications cost more than 40 billion USD per year world wide [7] . Due to the dynamic nature of a hospital ward, it is difficult to categorically associate a measured change in behaviour with a specific intervention, particularly over an extended period. Moreover, due to the high cost of resource required for maintaining and assessment of interventions, it is difficult to collect valid and reliable data [8] . So there is an established need of an objective evaluation and training of the health care professionals in the context of adherence to WHO hand hygiene guidelines.
In this paper we present a novel computer vision based training and auditing system for maintaining of high quality in hand washing techniques. At the core of the system is a hand gesture recognition engine. The problem of hand gesture recognition has been addressed by several authors in the last few years [9, 10] and has been applied recently in a hand washing context [11] . In [12] a system is presented which uses gesture recognition for hand washing pose classification. Colour and motion analysis is used to segment the hands and arms. A particle filter combined with k-means clustering is used to track both hands and arms and a support vector machine (SVM) ensemble clas- sifies the hand washing poses.
In this work we describe an improved version of the system presented in [12] . Real-time feedback of the system guides the user sequentially through the hand washing procedure. A skin detection filter combined with a refinement process delivers robust hands/arms segmentation. Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) are extracted from a region of interest constructed around the segmented hands. Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifies the hand washing poses. Finally, a real-time feedback on the performance of a given subject is provided by the system. The efficiency of the system is evaluated using data from a clinical trial in a real hospital set up.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the proposed system for automatic hand washing quality assessment and a detailed description of the processing pipeline where each acquired video frame is classified. The evaluation procedure and the results are presented in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we conclude with a brief summary and the future course of research.
A System for Automatic Hand Washing
Quality Assessment
Functional Overview
The vision-based hand washing quality assessment system is implemented in a PC based architecture and can be mounted over a sink and focused on the hand washing area (Figure 2 left) or on a trolley with an alcohol gel dispenser ( Figure 3 ). The processing engine mainly consists of 3 modules performing: (1) hand/arm segmentation, (2) check whether the segmented hands are connected and (3) pose classification ( Figure 4 ). The system can be operated in two different modes: without feedback and with real-time feedback. If real-time feedback is turned on, the system guides the user sequentially through all the recommended hand washing poses ( Figure 1 ). When a pose is performed correctly for a predefined amount of time, an indicator on the screen changes from red to green indicating a "pass", (Figure 2 , middle panel). At the end of a hand washing event the system produces an overall pass or fail result along with total time taken to complete the hand wash ( Figure 2 , right most panel). In the following we describe in detail the processing engine.
Processing Engine
When the system awakes from standby mode due to detected motion, the processing pipeline analyses the captured frames (diagram in Figure 4 ). The flowchart in Figure 5 shows each of the modules of the processing pipeline, which are detailed below.
Adaptive Light Compensation
To deal with the varying ambient lighting conditions of the wash basin, a lighting compensation is performed to achieve robust measurement of skin colour in the subsequent step. The grey-world approach presented in [13] is used, which is based on the assumption that the spatial average of surface reflectance in a scene is achromatic. Since the light reflected from an achromatic surface is changed equally at all wavelengths, it follows that the spatial average of the light leaving the scene will be of the colour of the incident illumination.
The grey-world algorithm is implemented using a scale factor s i , i ∈ {R, G, B} for each colour component of each pixel such that:
where ⊗ means element wise multiplication. The scale factors are defined as:
with
and
Here m stands for the number of pixels in the image and n stands for the number of non-black pixels in the image to avoid over compensation in images with dark background. 
Skin Detection
The pre-processed frame with the aforementioned compensation is the input for the skin detection module.Skin and non-skin probability densities are estimated through histograms. The Bayes formula is employed to estimate the skin/non-skin probability given the RGB values of a pixel:
The probability densities in the right hand side of (5) is estimated using a training set. The skin detection results in a skin probability mask M prob (i, j) where each element represents the probability of the respecting pixel to be skin.
A binary skin mask M bin (i, j) is produced by applying a carefully selected threshold τ on the probability mask. A pixel (i, j) is classified as a skin pixel if M prob (i, j) > τ . Otherwise it is considered to be a non-skin pixel. The value of τ is experimentally determined to be 0.2.
Skin Mask Refinement
The skin mask provided by the aforementioned skin detection step may contain errors originating from several sources, e.g., reflections from glossy surfaces such as stainless steel sinks will also be classified as skin or wet hands tend to produce specular highlights which will be classified as non-skin. Therefore, to refine the skin mask, the steps followed are:
1. Dilation: To remove holes within the skin mask, a morphological dilation operator is applied on the binary skin mask.
2. Connected component analysis: To identify arms and hands and to get rid of small regions which were mistakenly classified as skin region, a connected component analysis, based on 8-neighborhood, is performed. The connected regions with area smaller than a certain threshold is not considered for further analysis.
3. Erosion: Small anomalies at the boundaries of the mask are removed by the morphological erosion operator. In both erosion and dilation a 3 × 3 rectangular structuring element is used. After the refinement procedure the final skin mask is passed to the next module.
Joined Hands Analysis
As each correct hand washing pose implies that both hands are joined, this module judges if the hands are connected or not. The shape of the skin mask is analysed to detect whether: (a) two hands are present and (b) two hands are connected. The analysis is performed through fitting of ellipses to the skin mask obtained in the previous step. The details of this module can be found in [12] .
If the hands are found to be not connected, no further processing is performed for that frame and the pipeline ends with the result that no correct hand washing pose was detected (see Figure 5) . If the hands are assumed to be joined then the skin mask is passed to the next processing module.
ROI Detection
Once the hands/arms are detected as joined, the following ROI selection mechanism locates the region of interest from which features are extracted for pose classification.
The first step consists of computing the intersection point of the two major axes of the aforementioned ellipses and a vertical symmetry axis is located in the horizontal coordinate of the intersection point. Vertical points are first determined and then the horizontal ones [12] . To obtain square regions, the width or height are scaled. This ROI creation procedure is visually illustrated in Figure 6 . Thus, an ROI is created, which includes only the hands in the captured frame. Finally the ROI is resized to 128 × 128 pixels for further processing.
Feature Extraction
Choice of discriminating and independent features is important for successful classification of poses. We choose local Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) as features, which also showed good performance in a recent evaluation [14] . To extract the HOG features the steps followed are: (i) The ROI, as constructed in the previous step, is extracted from the original colour frame. (ii) This ROI patch is converted to grey level. (iii) The gradient is computed, and the gradient image is split into cells which are square regions with a predefined size in The final HOG feature vector is constructed by concatenating these cell histograms, which is passed to the classifier of the next module. Only the areas within the ROI where the hands were detected are used for feature extraction by taking into account the binary skin mask produced by the previous modules. For the parameter settings used in our system, the resulting feature vectors are of dimension 3136.
Pose Classification A Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [15] classifier is used to classify each frame as one of the hand washing poses or as a wrong hand washing pose. The classifier is trained beforehand with the different hand washing poses. As completion of some of the poses implies washing of both the left hand and the right hand separately (e.g. pose 6 consists of two sub-poses, one for the left thumb and one for the right) a two level classification scheme is applied. Specifically the classification is performed by computing the posterior probabilities for the video frame of belonging to the classes considered. The poses are passed only when the maximum of these posteriors is greater than a threshold. In a system where the poses (depicted in Figure 1 ) are performed sequentially, the posterior corresponding the current pose is only considered in the classification process. A user is considered to have passed a given pose if the corresponding posterior probabilities of n (∝ frame rate) frames in a given time interval are greater than a threshold. In our system the typical rate of frame processing was 7 and the value of n was experimentally determined to be 3 and kept constant in all test scenarios. Thus, the output of the processing pipeline can be the pose that was recognized or that no correct hand washing pose was detected. The output of the important modules of the processing pipeline are visualized in Figure 8 and Figure 7 .
Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the system, a clinical trial, involving health care professionals, was carried out in Beaumont Hospital, Dublin, Ireland. In this section we present in detail the aspects of the evaluation process, viz., the training of the classifier, the human assessment software for reviewing hand washing procedures, and the clinical trial in the hospital.
Classifier Training
In order to train a classifier ground truth data corresponding to each class are needed to be constructed. In order to do that, a prototype system was set up. 24 volunteers were trained to perform the poses recommended by WHO (Figure 1) . The volunteers were chosen in such a way that they encompassed a variation in skin colour and other hand characteristics as shown in Figure 9 .
The six hand washing poses as recommended by the WHO were performed under supervision by all these 24 participants and the videos were recorded. Afterwards, the videos were manually labelled with the different hand washing poses. The labelled video frames were processed by the pipeline described in Figure 5 up to the feature extraction module. In total, 10000 frames were labelled and the extracted feature vectors are used as the training data for the classifier. The aforementioned training set corresponding to a given pose/class contained video frames with signature shape of the pose/class. In order to make the system robust and efficient variation in these signature shapes were included, as shown in Figure 10 . The selection of these signature frames were the result of an exhaustive iterative procedure involving health care professionals from infection control departments.
Clinical Evaluation
In order to assess the impact of the proposed system on hand hygiene technique an interrupted quasi-experiment protocol was developed in collaboration with the infection control team at Beaumont Hospital, Dublin, Ireland. Ethics approval for the study required that the participation by the healthcare professionals in the clinical trial was voluntary and anonymous. In this paper we report on two phases of the trial. In both phases a mobile version of the proposed system was installed in a busy medical ward. The primary objective of the first phase was to determine a baseline for hand hygiene technique. In order to achieve that objective the system did not provide users with any real-time feedback. However the recording of the videos and the storing of data for off-line analysis and comparison were carried out. In the second phase the same methodology was followed except for the fact that the users were provided realtime feedback by the system. Following specific form of real-time user feedback was provided: When a user successfully completed a pose the red "light" turned green. For left and right hand poses the "light" turned half green until the other hand was completed (as shown in Figure 2) . If the user did not complete any given pose within 10 seconds, instructions on the correct technique were provided, specifically highlighting good practice and common errors. The user was then given a further 5 seconds to complete the pose. If they cannot complete this pose, the system moves on to the next pose in the sequence and the user is deemed to have not successfully performed a complete cycle of hand wash. When completed, a readout on the computer interface showed either a pass or fail, including the total time taken to perform hand wash, (Figure 2 , right most panel). In both phase 1 and 2 the videos and the results from the system were archived during the trial.
Data Analysis and Results
The data collected through the aforementioned trial were analysed with the following objectives in mind: (i) whether real-time user feedback improves the rate of adherence to the WHO guideline, (ii) how the system compares to human auditors, (iii) identification of difficult poses, i.e., most commonly missed poses.
In Table 1 we present the basic results. A slender positive effect of the real-time user feedback can be seen. Further testing is required to determine the statistical significance of the difference pass rate corresponding to two phases.
For further analysis the performance of the proposed system was compared with that of human auditors. The main objectives of this analysis were two fold: (a) to measure the performance of the system taking a human evaluation as ground truth and (b) how the comparison of the performance of two human raters match with that between the system and the humans. A Human Assessment Software was developed to allow auditors to review hand washing events off-line. The recorded videos of hand washing activities are played back in the software and the auditors could check if a specific pose was performed according to the guidelines by using an assessment panel. The interface of the assessment software is presented in Figure 12 . After the video was played the user could move to the next video and the information about the passed/failed poses as defined by the auditor was saved.
The recorded videos from phase 1 and 2 from the aforementioned trial were assessed by two human auditors, trained in WHO guidelines. The results of this auditing procedure corresponding to two humans were compared. The human auditing results were also compared with the results produced by the proposed automated hand washing quality assessment system. A successful match was determined if two auditors (human or system) agreed on the result, i.e., both specify a given hand washing event as pass or fail. Hence the comparison was not based on the result at the pose level but at the overall hand washing event level. The results are shown in Table 2 . We see that match between humans and that between the proposed system and the humans are of the same order. These results are found to be very promising in the context of using the system as an automated auditor.
In Figure 11 we present the percentage of unsuccessful poses in the failed hand wash events. We see that the Table 2 : Match of performance: A successful match is determined if two auditors (human or system) agree on the result, i.e., both specify a given hand washing event as pass or fail. We see that match between humans and that between the proposed system and the humans are of the same order. The results are for both phases of the clinical trial pooled together.
failure to perform a full washing of the hand was least affected by pose 1 (Figure 1 ).
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Maintaining of hand hygiene is critical in reducing the risk of infection and contamination in hospitals. According to WHO a proper hand wash event should include 6 well defined poses. Assessing and training of health care professionals in this regard is carried out by human trainers and often regarded as tedious and time consuming. In this paper, we have presented a novel computer vision based automated hand washing quality assessment system, which we call SureWash. The system provides real-time feedback to the user on the quality of the hand wash he/she has performed. The system is evaluated for its technical accuracy. Furthermore the efficiency, applicability and feasibility of
Conclusion the proposed system is tested in a real life scenario. A mobile version of the system was installed in a hospital ward and the usability of the system by the healthcare professionals are investigated in detail. The system was found to perform well in the aforementioned pilot clinical trial. However, a finer and more informative evaluation on the effect of the system on the improvement of hand hygiene technique was not possible due to design restrictions. The ethical guidelines did not allow for identification of the users in the hospital ward. Hence the improvement of hand washing technique could not be measured for a given user in the course of the trial. Moreover, as the time spent in finishing a complete hand washing event was reported at the end of the event, there was a tendency among the users to finish it faster than the previous attempts -which we call the racing effect. Furthermore, as the duration of the study was not long enough a more detailed temporal statistical analysis was not feasible. In order to address these issues larger clinical trials involving hospitals in the United Kingdom are planned as our future study. Codes may be used in these trials to identify users, so that the learning process of a given health care professional can be monitored. The study design and ethics approval also called for voluntary participation on the part of the subjects. However in practice this introduced a selection bias, where subjects with already good hand washing technique participated more frequently in the study. This could possibly explain the magnitude of the small change in the pass rates in phase 1 and 2. We aim to address this selection bias in our future studies.
